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+2348133869611 - http://orchidhouselagos.com

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Orchid House Authentic Thai from Lagos. Currently, there are 1
dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Orchid House Authentic Thai:
one of the coolest restaurants in ikeja. beautiful, beautiful and cozy. perfect for a date, dinner with the family or
work meeting. the orchid house menu is an extensive list of the mouthwater thai directed. the beautiful flowers
and garden makes it so cozy and welcoming to escape from the lively ikeja. waiter are patient here and take

them notizen details, music is perfect. then eat well! yes absolutely 5 stars for... read more. The premises in the
restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending
on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and be served. What User doesn't like about Orchid House

Authentic Thai:
waiters were very inconspicuous and difficult to grasp their attention. They took almost an hour to get my drink.

they had not many of the options on camp. it took an hour to get the bill. I like to eat that, but I will not get back to
this restaurant due to the service read more. Orchid House Authentic Thai from Lagos uses for its fine menus the

Thai culinary known spices and (fish-)sauces, along comes fresh vegetables, seafood and meat, On the menu
there are also several Asian meals. If you decide to come for breakfast, a versatile brunch is ready for you, You

can admire an attractive panorama of the deliciously decorated meals, as well as a spectacular panorama of
some of the regional attractions.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

Main�
FILLET

Soup
TOM YUM

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Sala� an� Soup
TOM YUM SOUP

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

RICE

CHICKEN

PRAWNS

SHRIMPS

BEEF
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